Dumbo’s Felty Ears Template

grey ear x2

pink ear x2
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Instructions

1. Print the template and cut it out.
2. Trace the gray ear template on gray felt twice and cut out each piece.
3. Trace the pink ear template on pink or flesh-colored felt twice and cut out each piece.
4. For the right ear, hot glue a pink ear to the top of a gray ear, lining the pink ear up with the bottom and sides of the gray ear. Place the ear on a flat work surface, pink side down. Line the headband up along the edge of the ear on top of the gray tabs – the bottom of the ear should be just above the headband. Wrap the gray felt tabs around the headband, securing each tab to the back of the ear with hot glue.
5. Repeat step 4 with the left ear, making sure that the ear is flipped in the opposite direction of the right ear.
6. Allow the glue to fully dry before wearing Dumbo’s ears.